Doing the Work
—Ed Dunn

“A counselor?!” you may ask.
“Why did you need a counselor, Ed?”

I

’ll never forget her words: Good job, Ed,
good week—you are really Doing the Work!
My counselor’s words would ring in my
ears from the time I left her office until I
would return again the following Friday
afternoon. My counselor’s office had become
a safe space, one I’d grown more comfortable
within with each new visit. Week-in and
week-out at a set time and within that
comfortable space, her reinforcing message
was clear: Keep Doing the work!
“A counselor?!” you may ask. “Why did you
need a counselor, Ed?” That’s a fair question. As
a follow-up to my last column entitled, Let
the Past Be the Past, please allow me an
opportunity to share a time in my life when I
was put in a position to have to follow my
own advice.
It was early 2003 and at that time, I had
been married for nearly fourteen years. My
wife, new baby girl and I had recently made a
move from the sunny and seventy-seven
degrees of Los Angeles, California, to the cold
and gray of a Boston, Massachusetts winter. In
retrospect, I’m not quite sure what we were
thinking, moving to Boston in the dead of
winter, but the prospect of a bigger job and a
slightly more approachable housing market
led us all to charge headlong into a new
chapter of our lives.
The truth was, my wife and I needed a new
chapter in our lives. We were looking for a
new start. After fourteen years together, our
marriage had grown tired. Add to that fact
the death of my wife’s mother due to cancer
and the realities of her own postpartum
depression, and it was clear we needed a new
space in which to breathe.
To shorten a long and painful story, our
move to a new city, a bigger job with more
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pay and even a beautiful, white colonial gambrel on a
charming, tree-lined street did not change what was not
working between us. The fact that I was traveling almost
every week with the demands of the new job made
things even more difficult. By the end of 2003, my wife
decided to leave Boston and return home to Los Angeles.
She filed for divorce shortly thereafter.
I was exhausted and completely devastated by what
had happened to us. And so, I sought the help of a
counselor. It has been said that time heals all wounds. It
has also been said that hindsight is often 20/20.
Although well-meaning friends and family offered
both pieces of wisdom in an attempt to comfort me, at
the time, I felt my life was falling apart, and must admit, I
found little comfort in such wisdom. In time, however,
with the support of my counselor, in our process of doing
the work, I would come to see that both pieces of wisdom
were true.

Be still, and know that I am God
(Psalm 46:10).
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From my childhood, I’ve
always loved this verse. In the
difficulty I was facing with the
divorce, I came back to this verse
time and again. It might seem
paradoxical to quote a verse
from the Psalms about being still
in the midst of a painful story
about doing the work. It’s not.
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